
 

 

From the Office Desk 

 

Another year comes to an end and we are embarking on a new journey. In the meantime, we are bringing 

to you the sixth issue of our ComplitEBarta. In 2020, we have experienced an unprecedented crisis in the 

form of the Covid-19 Pandemic. The medical calamity affected thousands of human lives throughout the 

world and we are still grappling with its economic repercussions. If recent reports are to be believed, then 

the pandemic is not waning in the near future. Unfortunately, amidst this global crisis, we lost our teacher, 

mentor, Professor Swapan Majumdar on November 25, 2020. The Comparative Literature community in 

Kolkata will remember the year 2020 as a year of irreparable loss when three of its finest exponents have 

left in quick succession.  Professor Manabendra Bandyopadhyay, Professor Alokranjan Dasgupta and 

Professor Swapan Majumdar––all of who were associated with the Department of Comparative 

Literature, Jadavpur University at some point of time in the last few decades. With their demise, an era of 

erudite scholarship comes to an end but all of them will live through their academic endeavours–like their 

poems, translations, other creative works, and above all, in the fond memories of their students. Manab 

babu and Swapan babu will be remembered as doyens of Comparative Indian Literature whose creative 

and academic writings shaped the theoretical base of Comparative Literature practice in India. 

In the meantime, batches of M.A and M.Phil students of the Centre for Comparative Literature have 

successfully completed their degree courses and defended their theses. Also, in the beginning of 2021, we 

will welcome new batches of M.A, M.Phil and Ph.D students. We hope to continue the journey of 

Comparative Literature with all the old as well as the new members with this hope that ‘studying 

literature’ can be a life changing decision, as we believe as practitioners of Comparative Literature.   

You can reach us at cclvbu@gmail.com with your suggestions and comments. 

*** 
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স্বপন মজমুদার (১৯৪৬ - ২০২০) 

ভারতবর্ষে তুলনামূলক সাহিতয চচে ার অনযতম স্থপহত অধ্যাপক স্বপন মজমুদার আমার্দর ছের়্ে চর্ল 

ছের্লন ২৫ নর্ভম্বর, ২০২০। যাদবপরু হবশ্বহবদযালয় ছের্ক 

স্নাতর্কাত্তর পযোর্য়র প়ো ছেষ কর্র, পরবতী সমর্য় অধ্যাপক 

হির্সর্ব পহ়ের্য়হের্লন তুলনামূলক সাহিতয হবভার্েই। হতহন সাহিতয 

আকার্দহমর বাাংলা ছবার্ডে র সদসয হের্লন। হবশ্বভারতীর 

রবীন্দ্রভবর্নর অধ্যক্ষ পর্দ হের্লন। স্বপনবাবুর কর্য়কটি 

উর্েখর্যােয বই িল-Comparative Literature: Indian 

Dimensions, তুঘলক ও নােমণ্ডল নাটর্কর বা াংলা অনুবাদ 

ইতযাহদ। 

নবনীতা ছদবর্সন, অহময় ছদব, মানর্বন্দ্র বর্্যাপাধ্যায়, হেহের 

কুমার দার্ের ছযােয উত্তরসূরী হির্সর্ব, তুলনামলূক সাহিতয চচে ার প্রাসহিকতার্ক প্রহতহিত কর্রর্েন 

অধ্যাপক স্বপন মজমুদার। ভারতীয় সাহিতয প়োর ছক্ষর্ে তুলনামূলক সাহিতয পঠন পদ্ধহতর 

অপহরিাযেতার্ক অনুভব করর্ত ির্ল আমার্দর বারবার হির্র ছযর্ত ির্ব স্বপন বাবুর ছলখার কার্ে। 

 

Carca 13 

Anisha Das 

Owing to the pandemic, the Centre for Comparative Literature, Bhasha Bhavana, Visva-Bharati organised 

its first online Carca titled “Patha Bhavana: A Way Of Life” on September 25, 2020. It was delivered by 
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Smt. Bodhirupa Sinha (Adhyaksha, Patha Bhavana, Visva-Bharati).  The speaker began her lecture by 

talking about Rabindranath Thakur’s thoughts on the Visva-Bharati ashrama. She said that Rabindranath 

Thakur’s apprehensions around the concept of schooling system in colonial India led him to think about 

open-air classrooms where children would freely enjoy their studies. According to him, restricting the 

school time from 10 am to 5 pm would bind the minds of young children and would not allow them to 

think beyond their daily schedules. She went on to explain 

how the Brahmacharyaashram was established in 1901 to 

encourage people of different ages and backgrounds to come 

together and meditate, exchange ideas, and learn–later 

renamed Brahmacharya Vidyalaya. Women gradually joined 

the school that Rabindranath Thakur started inside the 

ashrama. After this Smt. Sinha went on to talk about the 

significance of developing a free mind and how maintaining 

good communication between urban and rural life can shape 

the creative minds of children and help them to get 

acquainted with their social life and surroundings. 

Rabindranath Thakur kept these in mind while establishing 

Visva-Bharati. These ideas directly contradict the concepts of competition and examinations that are now 

followed across the country in most educational institutions. She even added that Rabindranath Thakur 

emphasised more on the inter-relatedness of social life and education. In 1901, he started his school with 

five children that gradually culminated into a meeting place of the minds. The speaker mentioned the 

names of some of the stalwarts who had joined Visva-Bharati as teachers. Some of them were Satish 

Chandra Ray, Haricharan Bandyopadhyay, etc. She even added the significance of ashrama sammilani 

that was established by Rabindranath Thakur in 1912. It was an organization where both teachers and 

students actively took part in looking after the functioning of the school. Different sections for literature, 

art, health, and food were established. She said that Rabindranath Thakur had concentrated on writing 

plays at that time and his students were actively participating in staging those. In this way, drama, as a 

medium of representation, played an important role in enhancing the process of dissemination of 

knowledge among the students in their formative years. These thoughts were later integrated into the 

mode of teaching at Patha Bhavana and in the way it functions.  

The ideology behind the establishment of Visva-Bharati was to blend the ideas of the East and West. 

Rabindranath Thakur’s introduction of education among rural areas had also impacted the lives of the  
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local Santhal Community based in and around Santiniketan to 

a great extent. In 1913, Tagore received the Noble prize, and 

by that time, Santiniketan had already developed into a 

recognized educational hub even though the small town was 

facing a major economic crisis. The speaker also mentioned 

about Mahatma Gandhi’s first visit to Santiniketan when 

Rabindranath Thakur was away. So he was welcomed by 

some teachers and students of Santiniketan and was quite 

overwhelmed when he saw how the teachers and students did 

all the work themselves. In 1915, Rabindranath Thakur met 

Gandhiji at Santiniketan and though they had ideological differences, they both had mutual respect for 

each other. Commemorating Gandhiji’s visit to Santiniketan and this camaraderie of the great minds, 

Visva-Bharati celebrates Gandhipunyaha on 10th March every year where the students and teachers clean 

up their classrooms and offices themselves. The speaker concluded her lecture by telling us about 

Rabindranath Thakur’s dream project which became a model for the world. She pointed out that every 

educational institution should come forward to follow this concept of open-air classrooms put forward by 

Gurudev so that students can learn about their environmental and social conditions and at the same time 

go on with their studies with an open mind, connecting the home and the world. 

 

Carca 14 

Ankana Bag 

The Carca session for the month of October was organised by the Centre for Comparative Literature on 

October 17, 2020 over Google Meet. Professor Bipasha Raha (Department of History, Vidya Bhavana, 

Visva-Bharati) spoke on the topic: “Department of History through Decades”. The speaker divided her 

discussion into two segments, namely, the growth and development of the Department of History as an 

integral part of Visva-Bharati and how this department has been able to secure a position for itself among 

the leading History departments in universities across India. She began with the year 1961 when the 

discipline of history was established as an official department in Visva-Bharati and was initially housed in 

the Santiniketan Griha. Archeology was added along with ancient Indian history to the syllabus in 1971-

72. Eminent teachers in the Department of History include Sukumar Bhattacharya, Ajit Neogy and 

Chhanda Chatterjee among others. Prominent historians like Ashim Dasgupta and Sabyasachi  

 



 

Bhattacharya also visited the department for academic exchanges. The department is one of the first 

history departments in India to offer the ‘History of Tourism’ as part of their curriculum. At present the 

Department of History at Visva-Bharati is moving towards becoming a centre for advanced studies. 

Research works shall focus on Rabindranath Thakur’s vision of rural reconstruction program, the local 

history of Birbhum and the interface of social history and literature. 

 

Carca 15 

Rakesh Kaibartya 

নর্ভম্বর ২৮, ২০২০ র্ারিখে রু্লনামলূক সারির্য ককন্দ্র দ্বািা আখ ারির্ চচত া  আমরির্ িখ রিখলন 
সমাি কমত রবভাখেি অধ্যাপক প্রশান্ত কুমাি ক াষ মিাশ । অধ্যাপক ক াখষি আখলাচনাি রবষ  
রিল-“রুিাল কিকনস্ট্রাকশন ইন শ্রীরনখকর্ন এন্ড ইটস কিখলখভন্স টু দ্য কেখভলপখমন্ট অফ কসাসযাল 
ও াকত ” (Rural Reconstruction in Sriniketan and its Relevance to the Department of Social 

Work)। শারন্তরনখকর্ন ও শ্রীরনখকর্ন প্ররর্ষ্ঠাি সম কাল, উখেশয, রশক্ষা রচন্তা, পল্লী উন্ন খনি 
ভাবনা প্রভৃরর্ সম্পখকত  রবশদ্ আখলাচনা রদ্খ  রর্রন 
র্াাঁি বক্তবয শুরু কখিন। এই প্রসখে রর্রন উখল্লে 
কখিন কে, ১৮৮৯-৯০ সাখল িবীন্দ্রনাথ ঠাকুি 
িরমদ্ারি কদ্োখশানাি দ্ার ত্ব কপখ রিখলন। এই সমখ ই 
রশলাইদ্ি, পরর্সি ,বগুডা ইর্যারদ্ এলাকাি দ্রিদ্র 
কৃষক প্রিাখদ্ি সখে র্াাঁি সিাসরি কোোখোে  খট। 
র্াখদ্ি দদ্নরিন িীবখনি আরথতক দদ্নযর্াি কথা 
িানখর্ সমথত িখ রিখলন। এই অরভজ্ঞর্া িবীন্দ্রনাথ 
ঠাকুখিি মনখক রবখশষ ভাখব আখলারডর্ কখি 
রু্খলরিল। ১৯২২ সাখলি ৬ই কফব্রু ারি  শ্রীরনখকর্ন 
প্ররর্ষ্ঠাি পখি রশক্ষা রচন্তা ও গ্রাম উন্ন ন ভাবনাি 
সখে পূবত অরভজ্ঞর্াি কে সমন্ব  সাধ্ন কখিরিখলন 
র্া সিখিই কবাঝা ো । রর্রন মখন কিখর্ন কে, 

এমন এক রশক্ষা বযবস্থাি প্রখ ািন কেোখন রশক্ষাথীিা আত্মসখচর্ন িখব, আত্মরনভত িশীল িখ  উঠখব 
এবং র্াখদ্ি পরূ্তাে রবকাশ সম্ভব িখব। এই উখেখশযই র্াাঁি রবিাট কমতকাণ্ড শারন্তরনখকর্খনি প্ররর্ষ্ঠা-
ো মখনি কু্ষধ্া রনবৃরি কিখব এবং শ্রীরনখকর্ন–ো কদ্খিি কু্ষধ্া রনবৃরি কিখব। রর্রন আখিা বখলন 
কে রকভাখব িবীন্দ্রনাথ ঠাকুখিি সম  কথখক শ্রীরনখকর্খনি রবরভন্ন রবভােগুখলা, িাত্র-িাত্রী, রশক্ষাকিা  
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পাশ্ববর্ী গ্রাখমি মানুখষি সখে সম্পকত  স্থাপন কখিরিখলন এবং এেনও পেতন্ত র্াাঁখদ্ি িীবন োপখনি 
উন্নরর্ি িনয একারধ্ক কািকমত কখি চখলখিন। অধ্যাপক ক াখষি আখলাচনা  উখঠ আখস 
শ্রীরনখকর্নখক েখড রু্লখর্ সামাি কসবক সযাি Elmhirst এলমিাস্ট সাখিখবি অসামানয অবদ্াখনি 
কথা। ১৯০৫ সাখল রনিপুত্র,িামার্া ও বনু্ধি কিখলখক প্রেরুক্তের্ জ্ঞান অিত খনি িনয রবখদ্খশ 
পাঠিখ রিখলন। কৃরষকাখি ও প্রারর্রবদ্যা  রকভাখব আধ্ুরনক প্রেরুক্তি বযবিাি কিা ো  কসই সম্পখকত  
গুরুখদ্ব ভাবনা রচন্তা শুরু কখিরিখলন। চাখষি িনয উন্নর্মাখনি বীি, মরৃিকা পিীক্ষা, দিব সাখিি 
বযবিাখি কিাি কদ্ও া এবং কৃষকখদ্ি রনখ  িাখত্র কবলা  দবজ্ঞারনক পদ্ধরর্খর্ কৃরষ কাখিি 
আখলাচনা ও পিামশত দ্াখনি বযবস্থা কখিরিখলন। চাষীিা োখর্ কৃরষঋর্ পা  কসই িনয সমবা  
বযাংখকি সূচনা কখিরিখলন, কে ধ্াির্া রর্রন িারশ া কথখক রশখে এখসরিখলন। িবীন্দ্রনাথ ঠাকুি মখন 
কিখর্ন কসবা কিখর্ িখল রশক্ষা রনখর্ িখব। আত্মশরক্তি উখেষ  টাখর্ িখব। এিাডাও অধ্যাপক 
ক াখষি সমাি কমত রবভাখেি সংরক্ষপ্ত ইরর্িাস, বর্ত মান পাঠক্রম, রশক্ষা পদ্ধরর্, রশক্ষাথীিাখদ্ি 
কক্ষত্রসমীক্ষাি মাধ্যখম জ্ঞান ও দ্ক্ষর্া অিত ন প্রভৃরর্ রবষ  সম্পখকত  রবস্তারির্ আখলাচনা আমাখদ্ি 
সকলখক সমৃদ্ধ কখিখি। রশক্ষাখক  খি  খি কপ াঁখি কদ্ও াি সংেঠির্ প্র াস রিল র্াাঁি। একরবংশ 
শর্াব্দীখর্ এখসও র্াাঁি সমাি দ্শতন, অথতননরর্ক ভাবনা আিও সমান  প্রাসহিক ও েুখোপখোেী। 

 

Carca 16 

Md Arif Uddin Mondal 

The Carca session for the month of December was organised by the 

Centre for Comparative Literature on December 22, 2020 over 

Google Meet. Dr Tanusree Paul (Centre for Women’s Studies, Vidya 

Bhavana, Visva-Bharati) spoke on the topic–“Institutionalising 

Women’s Studies Centre in Visva-Bharati: A Struggle for Space and 

Identity”. She spoke about the initial struggles associated with the 

idea of the Centre and the contribution of senior acadmicians like 

Professor Asha Mukherjee, Professor Kumkum Bhattacharyya, and 

others, in the establishment of the Centre for Women Studies at 

Visva-Bharati in 2009. Dr Paul mentioned the various hurdles which 

the Centre faced in it’s formative years–problems relating to 

allocation and release of proper funds, and other basic amenities by 

the university administration as well as other issues that impact  
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Ongoing Research Work at the Centre for Comparative Literature 

 

academic practices. She also talked about how the Centre was first housed at the Raj Bhasha building 

with very few amenities. Furniture and fixtures that were no longer used or discarded by other 

departments and the administration had to be used, thus bringing into the forefront the trials and 

tribulations encountered by specialised departments like Women Studies across the country. Gradually 

with the help of UGC and university funds, the Centre has managed to sustain itself over the years. Dr 

Paul mentioned a few endeavours that the Centre has tried to focus on such as organising training 

programs, workshops and other outreach programmes in and around Santiniketan. By citing examples 

from the Centre’s quest for relevance in academic practices within the institution, the speaker associated 

her struggle with the history of feminist movements in this part of the world in a comprehensive way 

from her area of specialisation.  

 

 

Presentation by MPhil Researcher: Mohammad Arif Uddin Mondal 

Deeya Bandyopadhyay 

Mohammad Arif Uddin Mondal, an M.Phil scholar of the Centre for 

Comparative Literature, delivered a talk on his research area "Studying 

Resistance through Representation of Kashmir in Hindi films 

(Bollywood)" on September 18, 2020. He started his deliberation by 

elaborating his choice of the term 'resistance' and the kind of burdens the 

term carries with itself. He commented on the politics behind the rise and 

the several configurations of 'resistance' in public discourse and its 

relation with 'identity politics'. After having established his ideas, Arif moved on to particularly engage 

with the question of the rise of 'resistance' in the context of Kashmir. He repeatedly questioned the 

strained 'Indian-ness' of Kashmir, and whether there is any such 'Indian-ness' at all. The representation of 
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a stereotypical Kashmir, modern Indian nationalism becoming essentially 'anti-Muslim' and the 

insurgency being advertised by the State as a 'security' measure were recognised as vital issues in his 

discussion. Arif mentioned that these formed the narrative of the rise of militancy in Kashmir. Through 

his work, Arif aims to identify the various kinds of resistance, such as militancy, as portrayed in 

Bollywood movies to look for explanations behind the representation(s) of militant/ jihadi Kashmiris. 

Arif added how his research is also attempting to trace the development of the motif of militancy that 

comes from the rohstoff ‘resistance'. 

 

PhD Viva: Supriya Banerjee 

Purbita Garai and Ishani Dutta 

Dr Supriya Banerjee defended her PhD thesis titled “From Devi to Superwoman: A Feminist Reading of 

Select Graphic Novels of India from 2000-2014” in an open, online viva conducted by the Centre for 

Comparative Literature on November 21, 2020. She began by giving a brief introduction about the logic 

behind the title “From Devi to Superwoman”–terms which came into existence as a result of colonial 

intervention, finally leading to the ‘insider’-‘outsider’ debate. Supriya mentioned how over time the 

woman has either been looked at as benevolent or malevolent and these were used to constuct the idea of 

the modern woman and the superwoman. She went on to state how the image of ‘devi’ was settled on the 

idea of fixed icons/ binaries–the very binaries that tried to settle her as powerful. After this she went on to 

give a justification about why her research is a feminist reading. 

She states that Feminism demands an ethical stance just the 

way the idea of ‘devi’ requires intervention and at the same 

time opens up various spaces. An engrossing question-answer 

session took place after her presentation with the external 

examiner, Professor Pramod K. Nayar (Department of English, 

University of Hyderabad). The declaration of awarding of the 

doctoral degree to her was published on November 24, 2020 on 

the official website of Visva-Bharati. It should be mentioned 

that Dr Supriya Banerjee is the first research scholar to be awarded with a PhD degree from this Centre. 
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MPhil Viva: Ankana Bag 

Ishani Dutta 

Ankana Bag defended her MPhil thesis titled “Demystification and Re-mystification of a 'Myth': 

Negotiating Meiji (1868-1912) and Taisho (1912-1926) Japan through English and Bengali Women's 

Travel Writings (1878-1928)” in an open, online viva conducted by the Centre for Comparative Literature 

on December 3, 2020. Her work attempts to look at the presence of Japan in the literary traditions of 

England even though her work particularly focusses on Bengali writings. She tried to question a certain 

kind of historiography that was built around Japan in the nineteenth and the early twentieth centuries. 

Since travel writing provides a narrative which is situated in the liminal space between facts (such as 

administrative reports, newspaper reports, etc.), and fiction (novel, drama, etc.), her research uses travel 

writing to understand the contentions about a ‘truer’ picture of 

Japan–a ‘more’ reliable introduction to Japan. The viva began 

with a question-answer session with the external examiner, 

Professor Amitava Chakraborty (Associate Professor, 

Department of Modern Indian Language and Literary Studies, 

University of Delhi) whose interventions were very helpful not 

only for Ankana but also for everyone else engaged in research 

at the Centre. He stressed on the importance of a literature 

review which he believes gives an entry point into any research and thus should also be there in the 

‘Introduction’ section of every dissertation. There were questions relating to the Bengali understanding of 

Japan, and attempts were made to explore whether knowledge system can be equated to literary system. 

During the question-answer session, Ankana also tried to focus on the fact that the travelogues which her 

research focusses upon needed Japan to fulfil a certain role and attempts were made to portray a ‘real’ 

Japan. Ankana also talked about the methodological differences between the travel writings of Isabella 

Bird and those by the Bengali authors. Bird was a professional writer and the first woman to travel to the 

remote places in Japan which no other English woman had done before her. Even though her writings talk 

about a ‘real’ Japan, what Bird meant by ‘real’ Japan was actually the ‘real’ condition of Christianity in 

Japan. On the other hand, Bengali authors were confused about some customs in Japan which they 

thought were a direct influence of the Western civilisation.  
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MPhil Viva: Deeya Bandyopadhyay 

Md Arif Uddin Mondal 

Deeya Bandyopadhyay defended her MPhil thesis titled “The Woman Reader: A Study of Selected 

Prahasanas from 19th Century Bengal” in an open, online viva conducted by the Centre for Comparative 

Literature on December 8, 2020. She began her presentation with an introduction to the genre prahasana. 

She then went on to talking about the nationalist politics behind designing an ‘appropriate’ education for 

women in 19th century Bengal as reflected in Bangla prahasanas and how the ‘comic’ was functioning as 

a tool to exercise social propaganda, such as women’s education, among the bhadraloks. Her presentation 

was followed by a question-answer session with the external examiner, Professor Sucheta Bhattacharya 

(Department of Comparative Literature, Jadavpur University). Professor Bhattacharya added her 

knowledge to help Deeya gain fresh perspectives to various aspects of her research. 

 

 

 

 

 

“Swapan Majumdar Smarane”: Remembering Professor Swapan Majumdar 

Mrittika Ghosh 

Professor Swapan Majumdar left us on 25th November, 2020. He 

was not only an eminent author, translator and academician but 

was also instrumental in incorporating the disciple of 

Comparative Literature in mainstream academia. Professor 

Majumdar’s friends, colleagues, and students assembled to 

extend their reverence through an online meeting, organized by 

the Centre for Comparative Literature, Bhasha Bhavana, Visva-

Bharati, on 12th December, 2020 at 4.30 p.m.  

 

Other Departmental Activities 

From September 1, 2020 to December 31, 2020 
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Swapan babu had spent years at Visva-Bharati, immersing himself in important researches. His friends, 

colleagues and students recounted and expressed their gratitude for his contribution to the development of 

Comparative Literature at Visva-Bharati because he had extended immense support in the establishment 

of the Centre for Comparative Literature at this university.  

The session began with a song by Kathakali Ghosh (M.A student, Centre for Comparative Literature) 

followed by a presentation of a collage on Swapan babu by Professor Subha Chakraborty Dasgupta 

(Former Professor, Department of Comparative Literature, Jadavpur University). Through the collage 

Professor Subha Chakraborty Dasgupta recounted her memories of Swapan babu; his achievements, his 

translations, his works, and his mentorship.  

Professor Aveek Majumdar (Professor, Department of Comparative Literature, Jadavpur University) who 

is now a member of the West Bengal Expert Committee of School Education, emphasized on how the 

students of Comparative Literature should continue the academic legacy of Swapan babu. He also stated 

that apart from his books on Comparative Literature, he has several other important publications, which 

have remained unacknowledged and are yet to be brought to light. Quoting Professor Aveek Majumdar, 

“he shared a very important relation with Professor Sisir Kumar Das and many a times we have noticed 

how Sisir babu confessed that Swapan babu was an expert in academia.” His knowledge, regarding 19th 

century Indian literature was unfathomable. Professor Aveek Majumdar also shared that Swapan babu’s 

biography only appears in a book, entitled Who’s Who of Indian Literature, published by Sahitya 

Akademi and how he had personally shared this information. Professor Majumdar also insisted that his 

contribution to academia should not be forgotten and we should keep Swapan babu alive through his 

works. He also requested the Centre for Comparative Literature, Visva Bharati, to undertake the task of 

cataloguing his publications, as this will be quite valuable for future scholars and students of Comparative 

Literature.  

Professor Ipshita Chanda (Professor, Department of Comparative Literature, EFLU, Hyderabad) shared 

some personal anecdotes. She recounted how Professor Majumdar was instrumental in acting as a mentor. 

She also confessed how she learnt everything about the teaching profession through him. She ended by 

saying that as long as our memory will live so will Swapan babu, along with it.  

Dr Sayantan Dasgupta (HOD, Department of Comparative Literature, Jadavpur University) related how 

Swapan babu was a strict disciplinarian from outside and how he was an amiable and indulgent mentor 

from inside. He will always remain deeply ingrained in the discipline of Comparative Literature.  
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Professor Tapati Mukherjee (Former Professor, Centre for Comparative Literature, Bhasha Bhavana and 

Adhyaksha, Rabindra Bhavana, Visva Bharati) narrated how her orientation into the discipline of 

Comparative Literature was through the supervision of Swapan babu. She lauded not only his academic 

skills but also his administrative skills. One of his important researches, conducted in collaboration with 

the Asiatic Society was on the travel narratives of Tagore in Asia. Professor Mukherjee also informed that 

in the year 2011 Swapan-babu received an award for the outstanding achievement on Tagore studies and 

research.  

Dr Nilanjana Bhattacharya (Assistant Professor, Centre for Comparative Literature, Visva Bharati), 

student of Swapan babu, recounted his immense dedication to academics through the narration of a 

personal incident that reflected his dedication towards academic practices and his commitment towards 

his students. 

Dr Dheeman Bhattacharya (Assistant Professor, Centre for Comparative Literature, Visva Bharati) 

expressed the fact that we all are extremely indebted to Swapan babu’s contribution to academia. He also 

stated how Swapan babu was deeply concerned about the future of the discipline of Comparative 

Literature.   

Dr Soma Mukherjee (Assistant Professor and Teacher-in-Charge, Centre for Comparative Literature, 

Visva Bharati) also recounted her interactions with Swapan babu. She recalled how revered he was. He 

was extremely dexterous in structuring the syllabus and the various courses. Besides this, he had the 

ability to teach through very casual interactions.  

The meeting ended with the unanimous statement that though Swapan-babu will remain physically absent 

his immortal presence will always have an impact through his works and contributions. The closing song 

by Kathakali was “Modhuro tomar sesh je na pai”–one of Swapan-babu’s favourite Rabindrasangeet 

which he sang on several occassions.  

 

 

 

• Sahapedia.org  published a module on September 15, 2020 titled “Performing Avisangi: Indian 

Nepali Performance Poetry in the Darjeeling Hills” by Ishani Dutta (PhD student, Centre for 

Comparative Literature) containing three articles titled: 

 

Recent Publications of CCL Members 
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o “Not Quite a Poetry Slam: Dhamari and the Evolution of Indian Nepali Performance Poetry 

in the Twenty-First Century” 

o “Avisangi Kavita: Pavitra Lama and Indian Nepali Performance Poetry in the Darjeeling 

Hills” 

o “In Conversation with Pavitra Lama: ‘Avisangi Realises that the Future of Indian Nepali 

Poetry is with Acting and Music’” 

 

• An article titled “Darjeeling’s Pavitra Lama Takes Indian-Nepali Poetry From The Page To The 

Stage” by Ishani Dutta was published by feminisminindia.com on December 25, 2020.  

 

 

 

 

• Dr Supriya Banerjee was awarded a PhD degree on November 24, 2020. She is the first research-

scholar to be awarded with a PhD degree from the Centre for Comparative Literature, Bhasha 

Bhavana, Visva-Bharati. 

• Ankana Bag was awarded an M.Phil degree on December 24, 2020.  

• Deeya Bandyopadhyay was awarded an M.Phil degree on December 24, 2020.  

• Anita Gua Hembrom (PhD student, Centre for Comparative Literature) joined as an Assistant 

Professor of English in Madhupur College, Sido Kanhu Murmu University, Dumka, Jharkhand on 

November 22, 2020.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Awards/Achievements of CCL Members 

From May 1, 2020 to August 15, 2020 
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Tumulayan 2020 

(An Annual Literary Endeavour by the Students of Centre for Comparative 

Literature, Bhasha Bhavana, Visva-Bharati) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tumulayan, the annual magazine of the Centre of Comparative Literature, launched its 2020 edition on 

December 30, 2020. The present edition of Tumulayan, titled 

“Pathshala” focusses on original articles themed on pathsala and the 

changing nuances and connotations of the same. The writings range 

from essays to fictional works to first-hand translations to 

photographs. This issue of Tumulayan was edited by Ankana Bag 

(final year M.Phil student, CCL), Ishani Dutta (third year PhD 

student, CCL), and Sounak Dutta (second PhD student, CCL), with 

cover designs by Kathakali Ghosh and Souradeep Chanda (second 

year M.A students, CCL). Owing to the global pandemic, the 2020 

issue of Tumulayan was launched and circulated online. Incase you 

want a hardcopy of the same, please write to us at cclvbu@gmail.com or tumulayanccl@gmail.com . 

 

A Short Review 

Anita Gua Hembrom 

The 2020 edition of Tumulayan titled “Pathshala” looks into the 

challenges, alternatives, and transformation(s) that the present day 

education system has been undergoing as a consequence of the 

global pandemic. The edition is primarily a subjective 

understanding of the term pathshala and the significance attached to 

it. The basic ideas presented in the writings are the age-old concept 

of pathshala in opposition to the concept of e-pathshala, the pros 

and cons of online education and the offline institutional clocked 

time education system. The writings also  

 

 

mailto:cclvbu@gmail.com
mailto:tumulayanccl@gmail.com
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talk about the limitations imposed on the right to education in the name of the global pandemic and the 

sub-conscious segregation of the Indian society based on economy, class, and caste due to the increasing 

pressure and publicity of e-learning and online classes/ education etc. No doubt the global pandemic has 

had a drastic effect on our education system among many other things and Pathshala is a brilliant 

understanding and manifestation of these effects. However, what Pathshala packs is the understanding of 

the same, whether as an open air classroom, a four walled classroom or an e-classroom, as ideological 

spaces and not merely physical spaces. The writings focus largely on the physicality, visibility and 

tangibilty of education, knowledge and the education system. The moral, morale and morality of 

education and knowledge has been overlooked. The online mode of education was prevalent in our 

education system way before the outbreak of COVID-19. Doordarshan, during the 90’s, was the major 

source of imparting audio-visual education to school going children.  

As a kid, we would stand infront of the television screen and eagerly wait for the song, “NCERT le kar 

aaya tarang...”. Tarang, a television programme sponsored by NCERT was broadcasted only during the 

summer vacation to keep the essence of pathshala alive in the young minds. The programme covered all 

the major areas of education–learning, creativity, morality, etc. In conclusion, I would say, what makes 

pathshala a pathshala is not just the definitions surrounding the term but also the two major pillars of it–a 

teacher as the giver of knowledge and a student as the receiver of knowledge. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
Editorial Assistance: 

 

Ishani Dutta 
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